# modelEQ_new simulates the three differential equations as if # there were no pertubations from external forces (e.g. floods) modelEQ_new <-function (t, state, parameters) { with(as.list(c(state, parameters)),{ dMdt <--mu_S*M # Society dHdt <--kappa_T*H # Technology dDdt <-rho_D*(1 -D*(1 + alpha_D*M)) # Demography # return the rate of change list(c(dDdt, dHdt, dMdt)) }) } # Weventfun_new simulate the action of flood events on the socio-hydrological system Weventfun_new <-function(t, y, parms){ with (as. # Ratio between preparedness and awareness epsilon_T=1.1; # Safety factor for flood walls kappa_T=0 # Protection level decay rate mu_S=0.06 # Memory loss rate (half-life) delta_E = 0.13 # this value discriminates whether levees will be built or not parms=c(rho_D=rho, alpha_D=alpha_D, delta_E=delta_E, epsilon_T=epsilon_T, kappa_T=kappa_T, mu_S=mu_S, alpha_H=alpha_H, xi_H=xi_H) # vector of parameters #Initial conditions: H0 <-0 # initial levee height M0 <-0 # no awareness is assumed at the beginning D0 = 0.001 # initial population density y=c(D=D0, H=H0, M=M0) # Perform the simulation: times <-seq(min(years),max(years), by=1) # timespan over which the analysis will be carried out sim <-dede(y=y, t = times, func=modelEQ_new,parms=parms, events=list(func=Weventfun_new, time=Wevent$tW), rootfun=gameoverfun_new)
